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Organ Fantasy—Geo. von Hoesslin.

AN EM/CATIONAL
ImvsicalJovrnal
4 1-50 • PER,-YEAR

The Standard Text-Book of
Musical Theory.

Selected and Edited by E. R. Kroeger.

In Three Books, at $1.00 eaeh.
(Sheet Music Discount Allowed.)

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
of University of Pennsylvania.

A. Schmoll, a French teacher and composer, is to-day
considered by competent critics to be the most useful and
HE object which has always been pleasing writer of instructive works of modem times.
Mr. Kroeger, well known as an editor and teacher, has
kept in view is how to enable the
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most selected from his entire works these volumes, carefully
arranged and edited them, and has given to the teacher
comprehensible way, the mass of facts, and student of the piano a set of Studies refined and
rules, etc., which make up the art of interesting, full of poetic insniration, yet withal based
harmony. We most earnestly invite on some technical quality; a unique combination, but
all teachers and students to investigate that is what has made them so successful and popular.
They are Grades II to about IV, in a scale of ten, and
this work.
might be compared with Heller’s celebrated compositions.
We shall be pleased to send on examination at our usual
liberal discounts to teachers. They form a very good
or
supplement to Mathews’ “Graded Course of Studies.’’

T

For CLASS

SELF-INSTRUCTION

Price, $1.25.

A newly invented machine for ruling musical charts,
making the five lines of the staff with one impression.
Beiug simple in construction it is easily operated, an
charts which have heretofore been quite an item ot ex¬
pense can be made on ordinary manilla paper at small cos.
The machine consists of a rotiiry impression *°"®r ”}
contact with an inking roller supported by a nickel-p a
frame. The impression roller is well spaced, and ri
wide lines makes a staff which is pleasant rather t
tiresome to the eye.
.
.,
Neat, durable’ and inexpensive, it is invalnaDl
teachers, schools, conservatories, and wherever c
are used.
_
PRICE, $1.00.
Address

THE DUET HOUR.

THEO.

PHESSEH, Publisher,

1708 Chestnut St.,

LANDON’S WRITING BOOR

PRICE $1.00.

Blank Music-Copying Books.

FOR MUSIC PUPILS.
PAST I, SO CENTS.

The compositions contained in this work are all

Our Own. Make.

In Three Styles Only.

of a good standard and of a moderate degree of diffi¬

6 Staves, 24 Pages,
“
24
Every one is melodious, and the work will 8
8
“
36

sorely please.

No better collection of four-hand

pieces has ever before been published.

Subject to

a liberal professional discount.
-

THEODORE PRESSER,
170$ Chestnut Street, Philadelphia,

PHILADELPHIA-

Philadelphia, Pa.

A Collection of Piano Duets.

culty.

THEO. PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut Street,

15 cts.
20 •*
25 “

6-Stave Books are 9L x 6 inches,
8-Stave Books are 91/ x 8 inches.
Libisal thsoovxr TO THe PaoFtasios.
The*- are naqu.Mionably th» best Huwc-Copytnc Book, that
„„
market at The prwwat time The caoer haa lwLnn«!i “** ““
the* book,, and is the be,t qudi» iXr"s*c“Uf
Th, book. m tLtefallyST/i.11®

*12 “d

“nb*h*d

Pa. rNEODORE PRESSER. 1708 Chet brut Street, Philadelphia.

PAKT II. *® CM"**-

PRICE 50 CENTS, COXPEETE.

This new book is a great advance on anything
fore published in this line. It gives a I**®®**^—
easily understood presentation of every writable
in the notation of music. The book abounds in
and ingenious features to interest the pupil.
poriant subject is treated from so many sides tnai
the dullest pupil can easily understand the aubjec.
consideration. It is thorough, clear in expMmi
and helps, and particularly practical in the
_ n
with which it exhausts each tact presented, oajf.
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal.

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,

Philadelphia, Vu

to embody spiritual truths, but have in themselves
no more value than has the pitcher apart from its
office as a
pitcher;

receptacle for water.

Theology is the

religion, the water it contains.

religious feeling often breathes

from

The deepest
the

music of

many who in no sense of the word are theologians or
sectarian in belief.

Bacb, that sturdy I.utheran, glori¬

fied the Roman Catholic ritual with his colossal “Mass
in B-minor.”

Inspired by the universal spirit of re¬

ligion he lost sight of merely theological bound* ami
created a work which, though belonging to an alien
communion, remains the greatest monument of his
genius.
•

There

rural

•

«

was a time, a number of years ago, when

communities

gave

music, in this case vocal.

enthusiastic

attention

to

The old-time singing-classes,

conventions, and normals did a good work in their
dry*.

But they have gone from us, in many sections

at least;

and what have we to take their place?

It

is true that a piano or organ may be found in many

actual appearance of the printed page; the technical,
which depends upon an analytical reproduction of the
fingering, touch, and phrasing; the auricular, which
depends upon the recollection of the musical sounds.
The surest method of memorizing combines in an equal
degree all three principles. The advantage claimed for
the clavier in this connection is that it separates the
purely technical and mechanical side from the musical.
The piece to be studied, having been first memorized
at the clavier by means of the first two principles, is
finally brought to the piano, where it is heard for the
first time and finished artistically, the nerves and the
ear having been spared all the vexatious and irri¬
tating, but nevertheless necessary, repetition of pas¬
sage after passage.
2 By a careful observance of the principles laid
down in the Virgil foundation method undoubted bene¬
fit may be derived without further instruction, but
this is not recommended where a competent teacher is
to be had.

J. S.—1. Czerny is pronounced Chairny.
2. The cornet part in a trio for organ, violin, and
cornet, if written for the instrument pitched in B-flat,
would be in a key two half-tones higher than the
kev in which the violin and organ parts are written.
See answer to W. E. in this same department.

of the homes, which is an indication that there is an
advance in individual training, and in the musical
resources of the home.

But the smaller towns have

little to interest the people as a mass, to rally them
to the support of music in a general way.
In the cities there are concerts, opera, festivals,
lectures, recitals

numberless;

but

paralleled in the country districts.

this

cannot

be

If music in the

United States is to make the progress we all wish for,
some way must be found to create and to develop
the general interest of the people of the country dis¬
tricts,—some form of organization which will work
up an enthusiasm equal to that aroused by the oldfashioned singing-school.

The church choir and small

choral society scarcely meet the demand.

They are

not general enough.
*

*

*

We have frequently written about the personal
relation of teacher and pupil.
of this relation.

There are many phases

The teacher is to he more than a

E. R J.—1. In “Letters to Teachers” in this issue
Mr. Mathews gives directions for the best position of
the hand in playing.
2. The glissando in octaves can be accomplished
most successfully when the hand attacks the first oc¬
tave with force and glides over the kevs lightly, with
very little pressure; the fifth finger should be wellrounded in ascending (right hand) , and in descendin'*
the thumb is bent inward and raised nearly upright
upon the nail.
r 6
M. S. B—In reply to your inquire as to the state¬
ment in an essay entitled. “A Bird’s-Eye View ” in the
August Etude, “there are but three wavs of fingerin'*
scales with the left hand and but two with the right ”
I present the following:
” ’
Sharps.

I

1234)

Sharps and flats.

5

65

|

Flats.

14321

a. itruimaer r»i the v
the major scales are grouped according to fin-eri
the numerals standing for the number of sharps
flats m their respective signatures. Major scales h
mg less than five sharps in the signature are in
first class; those having five or more sharps or fl

end of Grade II or the beginning of III, it is
advantage to study hymn play ins*. In this, great
should be taken to connect the tones so as to m
the execution as smooth as possible.
3. The “Graded List of I’ieees for Cabinet Orga
by M. S. Morris (price, 10 cents), published by T
dore Presser, will give all the information needed
selecting pieces, but for Grade II we would recomm
especially:
“Dancing I-esson,” by Lichner; '•
tina,” opus 36, No. 2, bv dementi; “Scherzo in
by Kullak: “School March,” by Polzer. For Grade
these would give good work: “Grand March in
bv Levbach; “Sonatina,” opus 36, No. 3, by Clerae
“Peace of Evening,” bv Forster; “Norwegian S
herd Song,” by Oesten;' “War March of the Prie
by Mendelssohn.

F. W. G.—In turning music for a player• it bj
to turn the leaf from the top, and not from the o
of the page.
Turn over sufficient for
get a view of the first measure or two of t
page before he finishes the last measures of a
lying open. This is especially if the player is
a piece for the first time.

W. E.—The reason that the key in which » P'
music arranged for instruments like the c0r ’
clarinet is set differs from that used for the P
in the nature of the wind instruments meni
The natural pitch of the cornet, with t e p
closed, is B-flat; similarly the clarinet
has its natural scale in the key of B-flat.
arises from the fact that the pitch of any
according to its length. If we increase t ie
R
the clarinet we get a lower-pitched instrum 1
’
A-clarinet; if we make it shorter we get i
scale in C; if we shorten it still more, we ge
net with a scale in E-flat.
_i
To make it easy for a player to use any
an
instruments the fingering is the same IO _n;j’th
based on the natural key, C, in order to a
of fiats or sharps. Thus, the fingers "i P
the same kev on the different instrnmc sound will vary; on the E-flat clarinet.
on
give E-flat above it; on the C clanne ,
■^
B-flat. B-flat; on the A clarinet. A■
{o
the sound agree with the piano nart. tie
ac
instrument must be written higher or
ing to the clarinet used. The rule may
~ g j.
clarinet or cornet part must he "Tit e
, -^
much higher or lower than C as the

corkscrew gait of the rhythm was unspeakably ludi¬
There are some teachers who make a practice of
always using musical terms in their lessons, even with
the youngest pupils.
stead of loud and soft;

They say forte and piano, in¬
they remark at the beginning

of a piece—“this is an andante,” or “this is an allegro,”
as if it were a matter of course that the pupil should
know the tempo of a piece.

The pupils hearing these

musical terms constantly used, come to understand

crous.

,

The whole of the lesson was to all intents and pur¬

LABOR SAVING DEVICES.

poses devoted to eradicating this gross defect, and as
the

old-time superstition held

that

the

TIIOMAS TAPPER.

mandrake

utters a groan and a shriek when it is wrenched from

Nothing is so attractive to the overworked teac

the earth, it may be said that this imp of “bad time”

as the alluring sign:

came out of this particular pupil with pain, with

no labor!”

“Here is a method that requ

tears, with anguish both of teacher and pupil.

the statement falsifies everything in education.

But close inspection will show us t

them by degrees, without the effort of studying them,

says that a teacher who knows little may instruc

as the child in its home adds to its vocabulary by

child who knows nothing, by appealing to its hig

using the words it hears.
The teachers who have

this

find an approximate pronunciation in any musical
dictionary, where the proper syllable to accent is also
designated.

Every young teacher should have such a

dictionary.

The purchaser of a musical dictionary

must seek an edition that gives the accented syllables
as well as the pronunciation.

The young teacher who

has not previously learned the meaning of the foreign
words, sprinkled over the music pages, will find that
trying to teach them to others is a very easy way to
learn them one’s self.

MODERNITY.
HARVEY WICKHAM.

Most young instructors use a great deal of classical
music, of a more or less ancient type, for teachingpieces.

I am speaking now of young instructors who

are also competent, educated musicians, with a com¬
pleted
credit.

course

under

well-known

masters

to

their

They admire classical music—what musician

does not?

They have themselves been fed upon it,

and they naturally conclude that it is the best mental
food for their pupils.
If these all belong to a sufficiently serious and studi¬
ous type, all will go well;

CARL W. GRIMM.

with a cruel bump, that skill comes from labor,

Those who do not under¬

stand the pronunciation of the Italian language may

but for the vast majority.

Despite its pleasant sound and appearan

the teacher comes upon the truth in time, and o

generally aim to pronounce these Italian words as
they should be pronounced.

nature.

WHEN TO BEGIN PIANO LESSONS.

commendable habit

The proper time to begin instructions is really
whenever the young desire it.

But not every desire

rect, forceful, sequential, and exact labor.

No met

may ever succeed, and no method is entitled to a g

for taking lessons is a positive proof that the pupil is

of respect,

willing to continue when the very first difficulty is

scheme on serious study.
Even when this is presented along the line of a

met with.

The wish to take lessons may simply mean

the gratification of sensnous enjoyment of tones.

He

who wants to learn something has to pay the price for
it, and that is hard work.
and cannot be evaded.

It is a great natural law
No matter how great the

that

does

base

its entire wor

ment that to educate the child we must please

it is yet incomplete and malicious if it does no
mand asi well
" as please.
’
In every artescience
and science th
are

thoughts to be

talent, the pupil will have to work in order to develop

habits to be formed.

the riches latent within him.

these with

Even Bach, and he

not

regulated,

facts to be

The more the teacher w

the spirit of freedom

and pleasure

was a genius, said that what he learned he acquired

greater teacher she is, but she is not grea

by indefatigable labor.

1

It is the correct principle of a good method to make

merely emits them.
_
iwi t
She will recognize from the conditions a u

things pleasant and agreeable, but the great fault of

that the first necessity is to set the child into ac

many pupils is that they want to be entertained al¬

On action that is well directed, correct, and '°PC®

ways and never exert themselves.

learns to depend.

Taking lessons

And she will soon realize t a

means also to submit to some discipline, and, to in¬

attitude on her part means labor.

sure success, the adhering to it.

may not learn without labor, but she may no

I would advocate to have the pupil pass one year in
school before beginning music lessons.

Then he will

be able to read and figure to some extent.

him without labor.
But it is its own reward.

Not only t

i
The labor s. e

The ma¬

child expend is returned to the worker in t e

jority of children go to school when they are six years

character, the one essential aim in education.

old;

let them begin

music when

they are

seven

They ought not to begin later than eleven, because,
afteT that age, the hands and fingers are apt to remain
less supple.

In piano playing, not only the brain, but

j a W
Keep a reverence for the old master®
heart for the new.—Ciprtnni

Potter.

early

forms

of

the

two-finger

exercise

practicable

enough as far as No. 6, but after that I find a good
deal of difficulty.

How can I overcome this difficulty!

‘The second question is this:

How are we to over¬

come the difference in the strength and agility of
fingers?

Are we to have the strong pairs play as

strong and as fast (in fast forms) as they are able,
and then do the same with the weak ones, bringing
them as near as possible up to the standard of the

the triceps get to work, diminish the distance.
cal; but such collections as my “Studies in Phrasing”
will be very useful indeed, because they supplement
the material upon the poetic and musical side—and
contain just such music as the students would not
of their own accord select.
velocity studies.

I do not think you need

Better do the work with the Mason

material, and supplement by the aid of brilliant finger
pieces.

strong fingers?—R. S. L.”

about 72, anil you will come at speed from anot

The “Standard Graded Course” is thoroughly practi¬

The pupil having but two years to give to

the study of music ought in some way to be able to
Your difficulty

probably arises from inability to

play the fourth

and fifth books of the “Standard

manage the high speed suggested in Nos. 8, 9, 12, etc.

Graded Course,” and books I and II of my “Studies

The fast forms are attained most easily upon Mason’s

in Phrasing,” besides several pleasing pieces.

sequence principle, although I do not apply it to the
slow forms.

I give two counts to each note in all

the slow forms, clinging, arm touches, and hand and
finger elastic.

These are supervitalized forms, repre¬

senting the forms of effort when great power is re¬
quired.

They consume great nerve-force and require

a certain time for recuperation.

Then when you come

to the fast form, say No. 6, take it in eighths, at
about the time marked, 138;

when this is done with

the requisite looseness and ease, exactly double, play¬
ing four notes to each beat, like No. 8 or No. 10.
The secret of the speed is perfect looseness, very small
motions, fingers close to the keys, and an effort to
exactly double a time which you have found leisurely
enough.

Mason accomplishes great things by

sequence principle.
contribution

to

this

It is, after all, his most important

the

acquisition

of

velocity.

The

velocity exercise so called (Nos. 17 and 18) can also
be tried.
Mason directs that you take first of all the weak
fingers, but I have advised differently.

I take first

of all a strong pair and carry it through all the
touches, the four forms that I use

(clinging, arm,

hand, and finger clastic, and light and fast).

Then

a weaker pair, and require of them the same strength
as of the first, the same power of tone, and the same
speed.

Of course, you have to work hard, but if you

can be done;

This

bnt the teacher will need to be wiser

than a serpent or she wifi not be so harmless as a
dove.
Streabbog was a Belgian hack composer. I believe
his name

was

Gobbaerts.

pseudonyms—Streabbog
Ludovic, and T.evi.

(his

He

wrote

own

under

name

three

reversed),

He published about 1200 pieces,

and I have never seen them in one book and hope I
never shall.
They belong to the lighter and most
ephemeral of material.
With reference to your question about the chords
with a grace-note low in the bass, practices differ.
I suppose the best usage will be to take the bass
octave a trifle in advance and bring the chords in to¬
gether.

I consider that it always has a bad effect to

bring in the middle of a chord after the two ends have
been heard.

This is no reason why Dr. Mason or anv

other clever musician might not instantlv write an
example where the best effect would be just this one
which I dislike.

Practically the bass grace-note is

an anticipation, made for the sake of having the bass
and at the same time a full chord.
Your question as to motive I answered here before

point of view.

Meanwhile go on with the grades

put in now and then a pleasing piece.

(See “Gra

Recreations.”)

None shor

There is no better way.

none more interesting.

I do not know what foo

notions he may have picked up about Mason, but

most casual observer can see that Mason lends

mechanical exercises all the mental elements of inte
and

musical

effect possible:

and bis exercises

musical concertos as compared with the grinding
stitutes given us from other sources.
#

#

*

“There is a young man of 22 who wishes to t
up the study of the piano with a view of being

to play his own accompaniments later on when
gets to he a singer.

He can manage hymns now a

he has picked them out.

How is he to go to w

to learn to read them faster and to play them w
ease?—F. F. O.”

What he has to do is to get hand and keybo

freedom, mind freedom to follow the music with
little attention, and

eye experience in finding

what he wants to do.
Hand and keyboard freedom by the use of
arpeggios, liberally

applied;

little, ten minutes or fifteen a day;
studies, such

as

Grade

II,

^

two-finger exere

and

and an7

then ID an

Meanwhile he had better study harmony in or e

be better up in chords and harmonic sequence
which his accompaniments will be composeu.
teach him the chords in all keys.

Probably t

of the work can be done more thoroughly a
expense by taking him through Faelten »

e.

Harmony,” in w hieh every formula of chords is
out in all keys.

It is a wonderful book and sys

saying that any phrase is an idea, but an idea is not
a theme unless the author chooses to harp upon it
A motive properly is not a complete phrase, or if a
phrase, not a structural phrase.

I think it is as clear

If you work out whatever presents itsel
the law of attraction carries you at once to
activities;

this is the way to be successful.

comfort and less enjoyment, and our insane asylums
and morgues would soon be filled.
On the other hand, the man of quiet, elegant cult¬
ure, of thorough finish and steadiness is the one to give
us great enjoyment, but, perhaps, to put us asleep.
In composition a Bach, a Haydn, a Mendelssohn. In
pianism a Thalberg, a de Paehmann. But if the world
were all made up of Mendelssohns and Thalbergs, of
full cadences and restful effects, our appetites would
be cloyed and we should die of pure sweetness.
Neither element alone will furnish satisfactory
music, in substance or in performance. Restlessness
typifies radicalism, repose is conservatism, and we
must have a judicious intermixture of the two.
One hundred years ago the most noticeable feature
of the music of the day was its repose, its regular
form, genuine melody, and scholarly development,
with the three parts of the sonata form and the coda
following each other as regularly and inevitably as
the different phases of the moon. But the end must
come, even to the sleep of a Rip Van Winkle. The
world must advance; the world has advanced, and
the century has witnessed the gradual development
and assertion of restlessness and nervous energy. The
romantic school of music broke down the bars of
classical form and conservatism, and the free fan¬
tasy has superseded the sonata, and this in turn has
tended into the extravaganza.
But when the pendulum swings back it always goes
too far the other way, and so, with Wagner and Liszt
setting the pace, we have seen their disciples and
imitators trying to out-herod Herod, and to prove to
the world that the secret of their success was in their
iconoelasm and, if we may so call it, their skyrocketism.
Thus we find the discord sometimes glorified at the
expense of the accord, and people are even found who
claim to enjoy the lucubrations of a Richard Strauss.
At the present time no one can deny that the discord
is overworked, and that the lack of continuous and
interesting melody in the ambitious music of the day

who takes her twenty or twenty-five lessons

season between the social events, if we can succee

One of the prime essentials to success in music
teaching is personal magnetism.

making her think us “just lovely,” why she is a g

To have talent, and

advertisement for us, if nothing more, and we can

then, in addition to that, to have the power of draw¬

sider ourselves pretty fair magnets to interest

ing people to you, is to insure you success in your

butterfly nature even that much.
Then you must be practical.
Dreamy, vision

profession.
The magnetic power of some men in the world’s
history has been wonderful.

Napoleon Bonaparte so

people are never blessed with much magnetism. E'

thing you propose must be feasible, and it must c

enthused and drew his soldiers to him, that until he

with it a paying result.

w as removed from the checker board of Europe peace

something.

was impossible.

the love of it, but do not overdo it.

The power of one human magnet was

For something people ex

Love your art and be willing to work
Put your

all that sustained the Commonwealth in England, and

fession on a paying basis in cold, hard cash.

when Cromwell died there was a return to monarchial

perfectly right, and it is business for you to ask

government.

for all you do.

The personal magnetism of Washington did much

Every time you play or sing for ®

ing you weaken your profession in your imra

toward giving American citizens the liberty we now

neighborhood and you lessen your business c*'an

enjoy.

Music, as a profession, does pay when it is con |

All great leaders have been magnetic men,

and, to a similar degree, aU professional men, espe¬

properly.

cially those who instruct, must be endowed.

venting bankruptcy.
Lastly, personal magnetism means work, bar

A clear definition of personal magnetism is a little
difficult to give.

It is a sort of electrical force a man

Personal magnetism does much towa

and lots of it.

If you will notice closely you wl

may put forth which will draw other men to him, and

that successful people in all walks of life work.

secure, often command, their love, admiration, and

other people are sitting around resting, they are w

co-operation in any undertaking he may be desirous
of seeing accomplished.

ing.

They live to work, and they do not wor

live.

Only recently I read where a prominent se

This definition is sufficient to convince one of the
value of such a power.
how?

Can it be acquired, and, if so,

net unless he have a strong personality.

No “wishy-

washy'’ man was ever a successful leader or teacher.
impress people argues that you must have some¬

thing to impress them with.

believe in them.

You must have char¬

rest.

*

A change of scene, a change o

pation, but not a rest.

In the first place, no one can become a human mag¬

T

of our country said he never took a rest, for

No man but a sick raa°^

The magnet must be ahead of the o

wishes to draw to it and the only way to keep
is to work, and never rest.
Invincible will-power, determination, con
thusiasm, courage to live up to your own eon

acter, and in order to have character you must be

cheerfulness, tact, hard work, conversations

yourself.

etc., all these lie along the line of personal ma_

The majority of people fashion their lives

too much after those of others.

One must have an

ideal, but it should never be allowed to dwarf his
originality.

“Be and not seem.”

Personal magnetism

is character developed to its highest notch.

Then you must have enthusiasm.

Enthusiasm is

and to cultivate them is to increase and

e''

self in this particular direction.

wor

It

efforts to cultivate such a power in course
life and your profession will be brighten
tered by it in every way.

signed readings, study of standard works, etc.

It is

ciple that leads to the gathering of works in an

practically impossible to give a complete list of these

reference to the fundamental laws of notation and

readings, but the standard authorities are in constant

form;

use.

In the university the number of hours’ credit

study in the School of Music covers three years,—an

is conditioned by the number of recitations per week,

examination is given to determine if the applicant is

and musical analysis.

The regular course of

one hour of credit being given for each recitation.

sufficiently advanced to take up the course of study,—

The whole number of hours required for graduation is

and leads to the degree of Bachelor of Music.

120.

oretic work includes harmony, single and double coun¬

If a student, therefore, elects harmony for a

The the¬

Music can also

terpoint, canon and fugue, orchestration, and form.

be elected as a major or minor for the advanced de¬

In addition, candidates for the degree are required

grees.

For the highest degree (Ph.D.) research work

to take a selected course of two years in college

is demanded.
As to the question of arousing an interest in the

studies, including one year each of Latin or mathe¬

subject, I can only say that one must be on the alert

also select from other college courses.

whole year he receives 4 hours' credit.

matics, English literature, and German.

They may

good music.

For the in¬

For the accomplishment of this object the stu

at Adelpfii College, Brooklyn, had access last ye
a

series

of

Orchestra;

six

symphony

concerts by the B

many scores of chamber, choral, and

cellaneous concerts and recitals;

six special con

rendered by the “angelus" and “symphony” in

ments, sixteen analytical recitals by the direct
the

musical

department;

not

to

speak of se

operas by the Grau company, and, with the
trouble

of

crossing

the

East

river

to Manh

there given.

AMHERST COLLEGE.

In the more specific work of the School of M
PROF. W. P. BIGELOW.

He must also look to it that the stu¬

dents are prepared to listen intelligently.

dents of painting or literature.

Borough, all the vast wealth of concerts and o

to turn everything to account, and must first of all
provide as many opportunities as possible for hearing

museum or of books in a library for the uses o

Art of Adelplii College the thought of keeping t

It is only recently that music has been enrolled in

fore the beauty and meaning of music, of makin

structor whose field of labor is removed from the

the curriculum of the college.

large cities, where such opportunities come of them¬

to teach the subject as a culture study rather than

the art. also prevails.

impart to the student any technical drill in music.

Iegiate (that theoretical study of analysis, history

It aims to acquaint him with the terminology and

composition that is accepted by the college as c

selves, this part of the problem is one that requires
much thought, perseverance, considerable philosophy,
and a great store of Christian fortitude.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY.
PROF. ERNEST CARTER.

OCR course

is a

full two-hour elective, open to

seniors and juniors of the academic department

It

The department seeks

telligent listeners, sound critics, and sincere lov

The work is classified a

structure of mnsic, to develop a discriminating taste

ing toward its degrees), professional (including a

for the good in music, and to point out the part that

collegiate work and much more), and practical

music has played in the development and progress of

ive work in playing, singing, or theory suited t

nations.

individual need of the ordinary amateur music

First term: Three hours a week.
tations;

Lectures and reci¬

review of the rudiments of music, essentials

dent).

The distinctively collegiate work is purel

oretieal, and involves attendance upon specifi

is devoted principally to the study of harmony, be¬

of sight reading, training in perception of intervals,

certs and recitals, with examination of the »

ginning with the study of musical intervals.

historical study of the scales, elementary harmony.

upon the quality of the listening given to the

The

course will probably include, this year, an outline of
musical history.
knowledge

of

The only requirement is sufficient

musical

notation

and

proficiency

in

piano playing to insure the ability of the student to
play over his four-part harmony exercises.
Bossier’s “Elementary Harmony” is the text-book
used.

I recommend it, as the harmonization of melo¬

dies seems to me more natural and useful than that of
given basses.
Two hours weekly throughout the academic year,
of which perhaps four weeks will be devoted to lect¬

Second term:

Three hours a week.

Harmony, com¬

performed;

also class-study of musical analysi

prising intervals, triads, chords of the seventh, etc.,

harmony or counterpoint.

with their inversions, resolutions, cadences, modula¬

not a mere naming of paragraphs of song, ron

tions;

sonata forms, but is thorough class drill in t

harmonization of melodies.

Third term:

Study of harmony continued, chord

and form analysis.

Harmonization of chorals, strict

counterpoint, survey of musical history with collateral
reading.
The course is elective, and is open to juniors and
seniors on certain conditions, such as a slight degree
of skill on the piano, or a fair knowledge of the ele¬

The study of ana J

nition, separation, and description of eveIY
ar

combination of elements that enter in

form of style and class of musical composition^
pupil who completes this course knows a stret

a stringendo, an exposition from an episode, a
nello from a rondo, a mazurka from a minne
lot besides.

effects upon the pianoforte. Can different varieties
of touch, representing, to a certain extent, the in¬
struments of the orchestra, be so indicated that the
student may make an effort to obtain them, and
achieve a reasonable amount of success? It is the
purpose of this article to try to do this, as nearly
as is possible.
Stringed Instruments.

In the case of the stringed instruments, it is prac¬
tically impossible to produce on the pianoforte the
penetrating, vibrating tone characteristic of the vio¬
lin. The most earnest efforts to imitate it are un¬
availing. All that can be recommended is that the
player follow upon the customary lines of securing as
tine a singing tone as be can, by means of a clinging
touch. Should figure-work appear in the composition,
the ordinary legato touch should be employed. Piz¬
zicato effects may be imitated by a quick, snappy
plucking of chords. A good example of the last men¬
tioned may be found in Saint-Saens's transcription of
themes from Gluek's ‘'Alceste.”
The middle section of the keyboard has more in
common with the viola than the upper section has
with the violin. There is here something of the veiled
character of the viola if the melody be played without
a strong clinging or pressure touch.
But if the pressure touch he used in u melody com¬
bined with “syncopated” or “after” pedaling, a fair
imitation of the violoncello may be had. In this
rase it is best not to use the soft pedal, as it would
produce a muffled effect. If the pianoforte is not
quite new, the resemblance is even closer than if it
be a new one. The second subject in the Itnale of
Henselt’s “K minor Concerto” is a beautiful example
of a melody which is truly ’cello-like in character.
For pizzicato effects, a short, springing hand action
can be used. The opening measures of the largo from
Beethoven’s "Sonata in A-major.” opus 2, So. 2, con¬
tain a bass passage which may he considered as hav¬
ing the effect of a pizzicato upon the ’cello.

c-uring the elarinrt tone may ha followed, excepting
that the damper pedal should he used after rack single
note or chord, and the eoft pedal held down
constantly. The beautiful melody at the
ment of Liszt's “Lts Preludes” is first given to the
violoncello.
In the pianoforte transcription, thin
should be played with a clear touch aad without the
aid of the soft pedal. Shortly after, the an melody
appears a third higher, and is allotted to the horn.
Here the soft pedal should be employed, and the
touch should be very clinging. In this same work,
an exquisite passage for the horn quartet follows, the
’cellow playing the accompaniment. The wrist should
be held as loosely as possible, and a “boneless hand"
with pressure touch will come near to obtaining the
desired effect The nocturne from Men.lriwohn's “Slid
summer Night’s Dream” musk gives soother charm
ing example of this kind.
For the trumpet tone nothing better can be reruns
mended than the fanfare beginning Uaat’s trmnerriptioB of Wagner's “TannhJluaer March.” Play with a
rigid arm action and firm finger stroke.
Use the
damper pedal only after the longer notes.
For a
powerful theme by trombones, the am touch may be
used as that recommended for use in the rase of the
trumpet tone. When a fine sonorous effect of com¬
bined trombones ami tuba is sought after, a full and
fervent pressure may he used, similar to that

are often dumbfounded if brilliant rswulle an an
furthcoming
Let us, in this partkulnr ruse, lay th
fault at our awn dove, for ia assigning the pupil he
work we ha■ e not told her hoir to use kav hewinu ss
fingers. The stsf is n->t the all sufficient.
—1 here is always room at the top" But it la
through toll aad sacrifice that we shall climb th
steep ascent, lot us entases this blew an the ptiss
■winds of oar young pupils if wo wish them to besom
musicians, not mere perforin*ra. It is belter to he
them piny ten measures perfectly, then ten (•*« »
differently. II you succeed in teaching them the fu
meaning of the old maxim “fuflsi kale, yen oa
consider yourself fortunate, and your still

bale Wpupils
will erise
op
and cwB wy»*
W
WWW.
— g--pupils could "grapplo to their scrub* that w
maxim they would nut bo in such ds-sperate harry
Interpret save the mark!—the mssterpun*
a Kirk the great oaea have slaved, and cmly
yes*
of study, (assented them to a diecriminatiag P11^,
There to a general rush for Heothoven aid
witheoit ever aotiring l*apw Haydn, and yet
,1 ea mot which only °u' "
given many a musical

oo—om

An

claan artists surreed in sxpreming gratefully
the sum* may be said of the incomparable,
sadly negtoetod. M.rart
Metier Ur to p«*T °**^
and Kublau tntelligwnUy than to mutilate pom

mended in obtaining horn quartet effects. - but
w hat broader.
The arpeggio runs, characteristic of the harp, are
easily imitated on the pianoforte. A quick sweep of
the ha ml is essential, and the soft pedal may he us^t.
-but not the danqier pedal If played la thin way'
the arpeggios in Mendelssohn’s “Spring Song” will
have a great charm

.a

,.t^u

bo

Short, soft kettle-drum strokes may he imitated by
playing with a firm finger touch, and with (he raw . f
the soft pedal.

kklUMMI «ho«tld irtwluin Ui*»w»»w*
musk, to recording the occurtenewa el lew*1"*down those things .n music »h‘ftl
their sttentiou. When snylhiug »
to paper it to being fixed in memory. The
. ^
recording musical ideas commonly cslkd n
^
ran he moat quickly teamed by copyinff nm*K
sayings of thr teacher at lease o*. which are '*•
able, become teller understood and esta

For full orchestral effects, no specific instruction can
be given, unless it he that the player should play

memory if w* write them out U
*’**
Having a record often proves of great vslu*-

piano-teaching are well established, the fundamental

exercises grow longer, point out the little sentenc

the very start, in most efficient hands.

principles are well recognized (better perhaps to-day

Our conservatories, and the best private teachers,

and thus begin instruction in phrasing, or musi

than they have ever been), but that does not prevent

all advocate and follow out a special training for those

one from being ever on the alert to perceive new chan¬

intending to teach.

The advancement in the methods

punctuation.
As soon as a child plays a third, analyze it for h

nels through which they need be diverted to suit the

of teaching in all branches of learning has been very

and when he arrives at three tones struck togeth

needs of individual temperament.

great in recent years, and the teaching of music keeps

begin your explanation and analysis of chords.

The successful teacher must be sensitive in his ob¬
servation of the pupil's temperament.

In the training which is more muscular, or physic

quite abreast of this general advance.

■—finger, wrist,

and

arm action, or technic,—wh

He must en¬

After careful musical study and training with the

deavor, if possible, to formulate the pupil's life out¬

best of masters, the one who will succeed is the teacher

training the little fingers, whether at table or pia

In general the temperamental faults

who possesses originality with judgment, who has

always give the reason for each movement that y

come to the surface, in music and in daily life alike,

ideas regarding the training of others, and regarding

wish him to try to learn.

even

the best, surest, and most interesting ways of convey¬

cles can only receive their proper development by

Often the musical faults can be reached and remedied

ing his knowledge to others.

ing moved exactly as you are pointing out, but m

through the influences of life itself.

ability to take in knowledge, and altogether another

it very plain that we train our fingers, wrists,

to be able to give out to others.

arms merely to the end that we may produce the

side of music.
if the

interest in

music

be quite superficial.
The great com¬

posers have often achieved their greatest work when
most oppressed by the complexities and tragic elements

It requires one kind of

In teaching there must, of course, be, first of all, a

Explain that certain m

knowledge of child-nature and a study of each pupil

possible tone.
,
While I would urge all teachers to draw upon

culties call forth involuntarily makes possible greater

individually;

own resources as far as possible, and to origins e

conquests in their artistic territory.

explain, to illustrate, to make everything perfectly

themselves tests, illustrations, and exercises to

plain to the child (or adult) mind.

of their daily life.

The moral force which these diffi¬

Try, therefore, if possible, to arrive at some knowl¬

then teachers must possess powers to
Pupils, nowadays,

edge of the general mental habits of the pupil, her

are trained by all teachers worthy the name to play

special needs,—there are a number of
i. 1
have been published of late which are very c P
and, in closing, I will name a few.

literary tastes, her idea of the aims and ends of social

with brains as well as with fingers.

existence, the extent to which religion enters into her

musical form and elementary harmony begins with

books on elementary harmony are in existence^

life.

almost the first lesson.

teachers of the young will often find it nfC^a^’

Let the pupil feel the privilege of individual ex¬

pression, be it ever so slight

Instruction in

Many exce

Encourage her to seek

Children are much interested in picking the parts

for the “message” which each composer conveys, and

of a flower to pieces, and then learning the relation¬

on harmony in order to make it attracdl'e.,

not to be content with feeling it herself, but to make

ship of each tiny part to the other:

young.

the teacher realize her conception of it

If it is presented to them in an attractive manner, a

it lias so long been made if the very *'irS*’J^sar

knowledge of its construction interests them at once

taken as simply and gradually as is really n

and, in the end, develops intelligent musicians, not
mere players.

I mean beginning, always, with elementary

In many cases the “individual” interpretation will
have to be modified;

but a tactful teacher can do

much to inspire a pupil to feel the value of the free¬
dom and self-reliance which such a method inevitably
brings, and, what is more, makes the actual over¬
stepping of limits only a path to the surer perception
of the true essence of interpretation.
To the successful

truth can find almost as many outlets of expression a»
there are varieties of temperament.

That does not

mean that a teacher must have as many methods of
instruction as he has pupils.

I would suggest that at the very first lessons the
teacher speak of tone, and illustrate, at the piano, by
showing different kinds of tone as the results of differ¬
ent kinds of touch.

teacher the gospel of musical

His observation must

and so in music.

Appeal at once to the ear of each

pupil and thus begin the development of musical taste.
Cater on show that notes are merely the signs used
for representing sound.

Here will follow the usual

simplify the ideas of even the most simp •
Harmony need not be the dry, di

t

c

^

and taking no steps ahead until all before i ^
fectly plain and the way thus made cear
greater difficulties which follow.
The books which I shall recommend are:
1. “Ear Training,” by Arthur E. Heacox.

^

2. "Studies in Musical Rhythm.” by Edgar
3. “Studies in Measure and Rhythm,

training in notes and their values, but very often it

Krause.
„
4. ‘Intervals, Chords, and Ear Training,

is well to begin a little melody playing, using figures

I’arkinan Brown.
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names create and perpetuate the chief physical ob¬
stacle to the development of technic, and are ulti¬
mately the cause of much unrealized success and many
failures.
It will be noticed at once that each of the terms
mentioned suggests the idea of force applied from
without the object, and, as regards force applied by
the fingers to the keys of the piano, each suggests,
subtly, though distinctly, the idea of force applied
from the upper side (back) of the hand and finger
downward.
Natural association here overpowers
physiological knowledge. The conscious effort to de¬
press the finger forcibly is almost instinctively di¬
rected by the pupil who thinks of it as a “blow,”
“touch,” or “pressure,” to the back of the hand. His
attention and effort are directed to the wrong place,
as the muscles, sinews, and nerves effecting the opera¬
tion are on the side of the palm. The advice to think
of the finger that is being used is about as useful as
the advice to think of the arm when exercising the
triceps. It is upon the muscle in particular, and not
merely upon the limb in general, *hat attention should
be concentrated. The key of the piano is not (ac¬
curately speaking) struck, or touched, or pressed; it
is pulled or plucked down, and the attention and effort
of the player should be directed to the palm, and not
to the back of the hand.
Experiment will readily confirm this. If an effort
be made to strike with a finger, concentrating atten¬
tion and effort on the back of the finger and hand,
the result is that nervous stimulation produces the
rigid condition of the muscles of the back of the hand
and wrist often called “unconscious resistance” (but
which is merely misdirected energy gone astray), and
a tendency to subsequent useless, if not obstructive,
pressure from the wrist. But if the attention and
effort be directed to the palm of the hand, energy is
excited in its proper sphere only, the hand and wrist
remain flexible, and the finger falls swiftly and easily.
If the attention and effort are rightly directed—to the

acter and aims. And, indeed, this is so.
If, for the sake of making a start somewhere, we
locate our Y'esterday in Beethoven’s day, or a little
before that,—say, in Haydn’s time,—we find that the
essentials of the harmonic structure were then, as
now, the principal chords and their inversions; that
th; formulae, the media of expression, the purely
technical musical ones, were then what we have to¬
day, though not so highly developed; and if we turn
back to Sebastian Bach, the end of ancient and the
beginning of modem musical art, shall we not find
th:se same formulae? There they are; ready to be
touched with the finger. As, for instance, the famous
rising chromatic bass in the earthquake in the
“Matthew Passion.” This musical means of making
a climax, of heightening the tension of the nerves,
which we also find in the Brahms symphony of today, in the latest thing by some hot-blooded young
Italian opera composer, was placed deliberately on
paper for a specific effect by old Bach some time be¬
fore 1729. And it does its work to-day, unfailingly.
Where is the Yesterday? We must go farther back.
We shall surely locate a place somewhere. And yet
is it worth while? The truth is, the domain of To¬
day is, in one sense, a very broad and ample one;
it reaches back well behind Haydn; indeed, at some
points it touches Palestrina.
But there are differences in music. We all know
this. We feel it when we get hold of a new com¬
poser. We have found it out, some of us, with
Brahms, and Richard Strauss puts it before us; in¬
deed, he makes us feel sometimes that he has, or
may have, that Something which many of us are looking for, and that with him may have come a line of
demarkation, a To-day which does not touch on Wag¬
ner, at least, and is the day of another man.
It is in the use of harmonic material and in the
melodic structure with which harmony is clothed,—
it is in the forms, to some extent, and it is in the
aim and spirit of the musie,-that these differences

extended use this may be said to be new; the p

type, however, existed in Bach’s day.
With Bach we possess the chromatic rising or
ing bass; the modulation up by hitches—the
G, A, B, C-sharp, of the first movement of Beetho
second symphony—has been common property
years and years. We possess with Bach to som
gree, to a greater degree with Haydn, Mozart,
Beethoven, the enrichment of the piece by the i
polation of changes to nearly all the keys of the s
and with the pre-Baeliites, with old Palestrina, in
do we share the use of triads on neighboring
steps, that thing which awoke the anger of the pu
when Wagner’s first operas came on the field,
which in the progression, submediant, or flat
n.ediant, dominant, plays such a role in the Tris

music.
But we possess other things. In the
resolutions of altered chords, the bounds have
enlarged; in the matter of enharmonic notatio

have our own things, things of to-day, as, to g
farther, anyone may see who will study YVagner
fully; we possess, for our extended works,
modulation which would startle the classicists.

spirit of the day seems to run to change of Itey
to chromatic changes within the key without
tion of the tonality, and to a straining of the
is ge"
augmented intervals.
Greater daring 19
sene
shown in the opera than in chamber-music, the
secutive major triads with their perfect fift
Puccini's “La BohAme” may, however, be offset

ugly parallels in Binding’s piano quintet Bu
this as it may, the backbone of our harmonic
tew will remain ever the principal chords, as i

harmony of Yesterday, and the time may no
away when some bold and original mind
forth with a phase of musical art which 5 a
state satisfactorily the plain harmonies combin
new things in melody.—yew England Cons

Magazine.

sexes is more obvious as the correspondence proceeds.
The young clerks, glad to work from eight to six for
six dollars a week, see in their positions the entering
wedge to coinpetenee if not fortune. They expect to
work nine hours a day all the rest of their lives, find
their pleasures in their evenings, their interests in
their business. It is man's lot to work. They are
not surprised nor disheartened by the problem of selfsupport thus thrust upon them. They have been
getting ready to meet it for years. But with our girl
correspondents the case is different. At this moment
there is an opportunity to learn a handicraft which
would command, when acquired, nine dollars a week,
within our knowledge; hours, eight till six. But not
one of our anxious correspondents would look at it.
ft would break up all their social relations and be too
confining. A situation does not present itself to a
young girl as “an opening.” What she desires is a
present source of income as large as possible, which
will permit her enough liberty to form a satisfactory
marriage. There is no occupation which seems, at
first inspection, to afford these advantages as well as
music. Therefore the army of would-be teachers far

vised to take up. Certainly
in earlier times when the so-called “musical mass” was
customary, one saw pious nuns omnia ad majorem
Dei gloriam bowing the contrabass or blowing the
flute, fagotto, or waldhorn. In the traveling ladies’
orchestra one even sees women blowing the clarinet
and trumpet and serving the cymbals and the bass
drums.
The gentler sex to-day turns in masses toward
music, and the conservatories swarm with petticoated
future virtuosi, both piano and violin.
By and by they are fledged and are dismissed with
a diploma or even a prize certificate, and now, accord¬
ing to the view of parents and relatives, the heavens
hang full of fiddles! The majority turn toward teach¬
ing: but, to-day, who cares about learning the violin;
and particularly with a girl?

exceeds the demand.
Of this expectant throng, who, as they read this
c lumn, are at the very moment crushing in their
pocket the letter which tells of hope deferred and de¬
feated, our heart is full. We can remember the day
when the heavens above were brass and the earth
iron, and not a vestige of a way forward seemed to
exist. But there was a wav, and it did open. There
always is,—but it is not often in the direction we ex¬
pect. To the woman with one definite object before
her mental vision every way will lead toward the
goal. To her with an indefinite purpose there can
be no way, because she has nowhere to go.
Whv not ask one’s self once for all: Is the love of
music teaching so strong in me that I would rather
have it as the occupation of my life than anything
else, rather than society-life, motherhood, or any other
form of remunerative labor? If the answer is in the

Now they make the round with their notices in
their pocket, and introduce themselves to the music
director in their little city with the idea that they
will be invited to appear in the concerts; that, how¬
ever, happens very seldom, since every little nest now
holds it3 own Sarasate or d’Albert.

The talented habituees of the conservatory think,
of course, that they will astonish the world with their
virtuosity. Indeed, during their pupilage they have
already played with great applause in charity con¬
certs, and are proud of the notices which well-meaning
c.itics have written to encourage them.

Cilli now turns naturally to the Herr Director of
the conservatory, who had made so much of her, and
allowed her to play on every opportunity. “Yes, mv
dear child,” says the Herr Director, “you must mami
faeture a demand for your playing, and that you can
only do by appearing in public in the metropolis,—in
Berlin. Do not be alarmed. That is not so very diffi
cult. You go to an agent who will provide (after you
have paid him one, two, three, four, or five hundred
marks) hall, audience, encores, wreaths, and—critieisms.”
crest ftni.

Cilli makes a wry face, thanks him for

is good pay.

I’ll have it out with our butcher’s w

so she will let her child learn the violin.”
But Mrs. Butcher prefers to send her child to
conservatory, where she may learn of an hundred
rectors, professors, and seminarians at the cost of o
a little more than thirty marks for the whole yea
An uncle who plays the harmonica advises Cill
join the lady orchestra, but the proud governm
clerk will not hear of it. So here is something t

hegan beautifully and ended horridly.
As it was with Cilli, so it is with hundreds
thousands; therefore I trust that we will decide
give a place in the orchestra to the young maid
who take up the violin as a calling. They alw
work with the men in the trial appearances in
conservatory. Why not in the orchestra. Until
we have only seen women there at the harp. No
has been harmed by that. In an orchestra a wo
would find an assured existence. Teaching does

offer any such certainty. The pursuit of
all kinds to which the youth is persistently^
nowadays, leaves little time for the culture o m
The lessons are evaded at every opportunity, sa
the touring season and the holidays the instruc 1
broken up for weeks at a time. You often see
tisements from teachers (women) offering instru
for one mark (20 cents) a lesson and free P™ *
Therefore we must not hold back.
nius
the orchestra to women.—Translated from
inches Wochenblatt.
• * •

Among
ACTIONREGULATING FOR
WOMAN’S WORK.

the departm

of piano-making,
of action regulating
mends itself as entire J
ticable for women, supp*

they could obtain the necessary traininga
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Organ in Centennial Hall, Sydney, Australia.

The chief feature of the instrument, never before
attempted, is a 64-foot reed-stop in the pedal—contratrombone—a “striking reed" of full length, with
wooden tubes. Inasmuch as the lowest notes of a 32foot stop are hardly distinguishable,—they are felt
more than heard,—extending the compass an octave
lower cannot and does not produce a result to war¬
rant the outlay. The lowest note has only 8 vibrations
a second, and the distinct vibrations are noticeable,
thus preventing a pure musical tone.
In the appended specification it will be noticed that
a large amount of duplication has been necessary to
bring the number of stops up to the monster require¬
ments, and that the redundancy of the diapasons
would seem otherwise unnecessary.
The Town Hall is very large, with a seating
capacity of 6000. The organ is blown by an eighthorse power gas-engine. The instrument cost about
$60,000. Several changes have been made since the
organ was first completed, and the accompanying
specification shows the organ as it now stands:
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synopsis of the different forms may be useful.
An anthem, pure and simple, is a composition for
voices, with or without accompaniment, the words of
which are selected from the Scriptures, or are para¬
phrases of a scriptural text, the compositi n being
suitable for performance at divine service.
Anthems may be divided into various kinds, accord¬

ing to the character of the music:
A full anthem consists entirely of chorus work, with

or without accompaniment.
A full and verse anthem is one in which certain
parts are assigned to solo singers, with choruses to

commence and conclude.
A verse anthem begins with a solo part, which is

followed by chorus or choruses.
A solo anthem is really a sacred solo, with a short

Solo Organ.
Quintaton. 16

organists
who
are not
schooled in the ritual of the
liturgical churches with regard to the various forms
of sacred music, in view of which the following brief
OF SACRED MUSIC.

it

ft.

chorus ending—even a chorus “Amen” will do.
Hymn anthems, which have become quite popular
of late, have for the text the stanzas of some hymn
the metrical character of the hymn-tune being

avoided.
A motett stands between an anthem and a cantata
—too long for ordinary use as an anthem, and too
short to be classed as a cantata.
A cantata is a short work in the musical form

0

an oratorio with solo passages and choruses.
An oratorio is a composition for voices and instrn
ments illustrating some subject taken directly ^r‘in
the Scriptures or paraphrased upon some theme m
recita¬
saered history, and consists of overture, airs,
tives, solos, duets, trios, and choruses, with aeeom

paniment for orchestra or organ.
Canticles are certain detached psalms and hyfflU
used in the service of the Episcopal church, ”Ueh a
the Tenite, Te Deum, Benedicite, Bcnedictus, Bon**
Eat,

Benedie

Anima, Jubilate,

Magnificat,

(.ant11

Domino, .Vunc Dimittis and Dens Misereatur.

system of conducting the business of the studio em¬
bodies three principles, a deviation from which costs
dearly, either in loss of business or that which is worse,
—a loss of confidence of your pupils in your care or
your integrity.
The first is a habit of promptness; promptness in
all things, in your lessons, in sending bills, receipts,
music, replying to letters announcing change of hours,
recitals, etc.; leave nothing to chance or until the
last minute. There are people who have spurts of
promptness, which is a scanty virtue; it is prompt¬
ness for seven days a week that counts. (I don’t refer
to that formal promptness which gives the pupil a
chill as the moment arrives for the lesson to close, but
the cordial invitation for the next pupil to approach,
which is all that is necessary.)
The arrangement of your conveniences for teaching
is next in importance. Immediately accessible should
be your three M’s,—Music, Metronome, and Mirror.
You must have music; your metronome is always a
dependable friend; your mirror will aid you more
than any accessory to studio work, and they should
all be conveniently at hand.
There are those who think that, if the piano is
piled high with music and books in all manner of
disorder, it is evidence of genius. The illusion is
quickly dispelled when they find themselves paying
for the time you are obliged to consume hunting for
things. It is your duty to your pupils to have every
sheet of music you use in wrappers, labeled and classi¬
fied, so you can put your hand upon it in a second.
My method of classifying is by no means perfect,
but is an improvement on actual disorder. Operas,
oratorios, in separate groups: albums by prominent
writers in piles by themselves; each song is inclosed
in a wrapper upon which is written, name of song,
composer, and the voice and grade. They then appear
in separate groups as follows: Soprano, A. G. (ad¬
vanced grade); M. G. (medium grade); F. G. (first
grade). The contralto, tenor, and baas repertories are
treated in the same manner. Studies are most of them

teacher, and practice or the rather esthetic subtleties
which are the revelations of practice are not writable
or printable; they are too evasive to be even trans¬
mitted to the pupil as his rightful inheritance.
One may sense the teacher’s wishes, acquire his
method, and teach it, but he will not arrive at it in
precisely the same way as the teacher did, but by his
own way, and it is the strength or force of this in¬
dividual self-assertiveness that marks him for success
and enables him to perpetuate the things that are
great and effective in his teacher’s work. We do not
advise against reading other people’s ideas, but cor¬
dially the contrary. Only do not expect to get from
books more than you have in yourself. What you will
get is other people’s efforts to express what you al¬
ready know, and their verification or repudiation of
laws w hich seem to have grown out of your ow n ex¬
perience will determine your respect and confidence in
them.
If this seems to point to the encouragement of ego¬
tism on the part of teachers, I have given the wrong
impression. What I do desire to impress upon their
minds is that the weak and vacillating obeisance to
every proposition that is to be found in books, most
of which are no better authority than the reader is in
duty bound to make himself by experience, tends to
unmake, rather than make, teachers.
I found in Muric the following list, which, with one
or

two exceptions,

is

excellent

literature

for

the

teacher and student of voice [Editor]:

A. B. Bach: “Principles of Singing.” “Musical Edu¬
cation and Voice Culture,” “The Art of Singing.”
E. Behnke and L. Brown: “The Child’s Voice” “Voice,
Song, and Speech.” J. W. Bernhardt: “Voire Produc¬
tion.”
Sophia Ciecolinn: “Deep Breathing as a Means of
Promoting the Art of Song.” E. E. Clayton: “Queens
of Song.” T. Chater: “Scientific Voice' Artistic Sing¬
ing. and Effective Speaking.” J. S. Curwen: “The
Boy’s Voice.” F. J. Crowest: “Advice to Singers.”
H. Campbell: “Voice, Speech, and Gesture.” "s. S.

besides signing your name, give a brief nom de plume,
under which I will, in the next issue, discuss the merit
of your songs and offer any criticisms that suggest
themselves.
Send your communications direct to
H. W. Greene, No. 489 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
* * *

The art of singing may be
THE
REVERBERATION
OF THE VOICE.

readily divided into three distinct departments: the rtterIteration of the voice, enuncia¬
tion, and interpretation.

It is interesting to note how various singers differ
in their command of one, two, or all of these depart
ments; and it will be easy to recall artists who are
clever at each. Many an artist has made his reputa
tion upon his vivid and striking interpretations, while
his voice-production has been not only poor, but even
very bad. And perhaps it were best to acknowledge
at once that, after all is said and done, the interpre¬
tation is the thing that appeals to the public, espe¬
cially in these latter days, when good examples
voice-production are the exception rather than

rule.
But, on the other hand, there is a certain charm m
a well-placed voice that appeals strongly to a cu
vated audience. Many a singer owes his success
a well-placed voice, and more than one would av
failed completely without it; for the accurate plac^

of the voice gives it not only power, but its
^
quality. This being true, it goes without saying ^
time spent in getting the voice well-placed is ®
than well spent.
_
Of course, “placing,” or “posing,” the voice
getting the correct reverberation of the various n

of the scale; and there are various ways of acc^j
plishing this purpose. Indeed, the means to this ^
are as numberless as the singing teachers them: ^
And we must at once go back of these various me .
and realize that they are all the outcome of the * ^
tie instincts of the teacher. Let me repeat t

lot us take as an illustration the word “strong.”
Spelling it phonetically, we find it has five distinct
s unds, four consonants and one vowel. The first
sound represented by the letter “s” is made by forcing
the breath between the tip of the tongue and the
front teeth. The second sound, represented by the
letter “t,” is made by suppressing the breath at the
tip of the tongue and the front teeth and allowing a
little to escape in the form of an explosion. The
third sound, represented by the letter “r,’ is a con¬
sonant, but is known as subvocal; tha is, the vocal
ligaments are in full swing, but there is little vocality,
because the mouth, which in the resonating chamber
for the tone, is almost closed, the tongue almost touch¬
ing the roof, thus preventing a free escape of the
b.eath. The fourth and last consonant, the last sound
in the word, represented by the letters “ng,” is also a
subvoeal. Here the tone is subdued by being forced
through the nose and the breath suppressed by the
junction of the soft palate with the back of the
tongue.
In experimenting according to the description given
above the student will find the separate articulation
of each consonant allows a much greater escape of
breath than when they are all rapidly joined in pro¬
nunciation of words. If we observe a person speaking
in an atmosphere sufficiently cool to render the breath
visible, we will notice that only a small quantity es¬
capes from the mouth, so that it seems to glide out
and will ascend perpendicularly.
When we speak the word “strong” we will observe
that the vowel is exceedingly short. However, if it is
sung, and the vowel prolonged for any length of time,
it will be observed that there is no longer in the
region of the mouth any mechanical aid to the sup¬
pression of the breath. The result is that one not ac¬
customed to singing will feel the rapid escape of the
breath, and. unless he has been taught otherwise, will
unconsciously endeavor to prevent its escape, by com¬
pression of the vocal ligaments or the soft palate and
tongue or both. It is by this erroneous breath-control

either by coming from or going to a consonant, it will
largely help to solve the problem of voice-placing, the
initial problem in the study of the art of singing.—
Horace P. Dibble.

FRANZ PETER SCHUBERT.1
BY THOMAS TAPPER.

I.
John Adams was inaugurated second President of
the United States thirty-two days after the birth of
Franz Peter Schubert, which event occurred January
31, 1797.

To-day in Vienna, if one takes a car up the Nussdorferstrasse, one comes to a lonj, low house of two
stories. Over the door there is a poor, little weatherstained bust, a few inches high. It is of a man with
thick, shaggy hair, and a homely, spectacled face.
One reads above:
“Franz Schubert’s Gehurtshans.”
Children play about the door: dwelling-followers of
the great spirit that once lingered there. Across the
way is a public well whither all the people of the
neighborhood come for water. Near the well is a
confectioner’s shop. All about one hears the bustle
and confusion of a city’s streets. Formerly, it was
quiet here. Toward the west Beethoven used to walk
among the hills. There were fields about here then.
Now all is the unrestful life of a city. Not far from
the birth-house stands a building having a tablet
which says that, within, Franz Sehubert wrote the
“Serenade” while seated at the inn-table.
1A chapter from Mr. Tapper’s new book, “First
Studies in Music Biography,” now in course of publi¬
cation.

member of the parish choir; and later, in the sa
year, of the Imperial Chapel. In the latter posit
lie received for his services, as similarly Bach a
Haydn had, both a musical and general educati
The director of music at the chapel was a man w
known, respected by many, but undoubtedly one w
was jealous of the success of others. This was Sali
He helped Franz, provided him with a liarmo
teacher, and taught him counterpoint and fugue. B
he had little success in influencing the young c
poser to set Italian poems to music. From the
ginning Franz Schubert read with avidity the poe
of his mother-tongue, delighted in them, and lived

little else than to sing them.
The catalogue of Schubert’s works begins with
year when he was thirteen and continues unbro
until the year of his death. In his fourteenth y

two works were written of which there is recor
fartasie for piano, four hands; and a set of \ariatio
In the next year he wrote two songs, and every y
after, to his death, he failed not to pour fort
wonderful lieder with which his name is so ultima

associated. Among his early works there are pi
for concerted use, quartets, quintets, played at 0
Franz himself taking the viola part, his fat er

’cello, and his two brothers the violins.
Part of the school work which Schubert B®
participate in under Salieri was an orchestra c
which played, among other works, the symphoni

Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. This gave 1
an opportunity to know intimately the works
masters; and it led him to turn his thoughts 0
similar forms. Already when but sixteen he e?Sf^
symphony, which was played by the school oren

But decidedly the interesting portion of his "°r
in his early years, is the songs, which sB°"’*
beginning: first, the natural tendency of 19 ^
expression; second, the fact that he was
true interpretation of the poets of his own
tongue.
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on “Counterpoint” that shall be clear and concise, and
in accord with the practice of modern composition.
The publisher of The Etude arranged to meet this
demand, and engaged Dr. H. A. Clarke, Professor of
Music in the University of Pennsylvania, and author
of a very successful work on “Harmony.” to prepare
a book on the subject of counterpoint that should be
thoroughly new and modern and carry out the prin¬
ciples established in his work in “Harmony.”

An ex¬

amination of the manuscript proves it a most valuable
work.

The
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or free
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b.

sixteen years I had been musical director at the court
that, consequently, if it were true that I

No. 2.
No. ja.

had been imprisoned for eight years for having killed

No. 4a.

my mistress or my rival, the deed must have been com¬

No. 5.

of Lucca;

mitted before I became known to the public;

b.

b.

that is

No. 6.

to say, I must have had a mistress and a rival when
I was but seven years old.

No. 7.
No. 8.

In Vienna I appealed to

the Italian ambassador, who made the

declaration

No. 9.

that he had known me for nearly twenty years as an
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

honorable man.
Thus I succeeded in stifling this slander;

but some¬

thing of it has always remained, and I was not sur¬
prised that it should reappear in this place.
can I do about it?

What

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

I see no other way than to be re¬

signed and let malignity exercise itself at my expense.
However, I believe I ought to tell you, in conclusion,
the anecdote which has given rise to these injurious
stories.

The sheets are so arranged that they can be e^.s'|iy ' Fh
so that the teacher may give out one at a time. 1 ne 1
determine the order of the exercises, and whether eac
be done wholly or in part.

A TONIC
Horsfonl’s Acid Phosphate.
Half a teaspoonful in half a glass of water,

A violinist named D., who was in Milan in 1798,
became intimately associated with two men who led
a wicked life.

These men persuaded him to accom¬

WEITZMAN’S

refreshes and invigorates the entire system.
A wholesome tonic and nerve food.

Manual of Theory

Genuine bears name Horsfokd's on wrapper.

pany them to the village, one night, for the purpose
of murdering the rector, who was supposed to have
some money.

The Standard Text Book

Fortunately, the courage of one of these

PREPARED AND EDITED BY

guilty men failed him at the last moment and he de¬
nounced his accomplices.

They were sentenced to twenty years’ im¬

prisonment;

but General

Menou,

after he

became

Governor of Milan, liberated the artist after the latter
had spent two years in prison.

Would you believe,

sir, that my whole history has been embroidered on
this incident?

The man in question was a violinist,

and his name ended in “i”—surely that must have
been Paganini!

The assassination became either that

of my mistress or my rival, and it was I, so they said,
who had been thrown into prison.

But, as they would

have it, I discovered my new violin school in prison.
And the irons—which would have proved an impedi¬
ment to my arm—received the credit for my discovery.
Yet one word.

E. M. BOWMAN,

The police arrested D. and

his companion just as they arrived at the rector's
house.
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(GUARANTEED)

290 pages, cloth beveled red edges

HUSICAL 5LAT

These are better than the ordinary metronomes now
being sold for more. Key attached.

. We guarantee both for one year from any
J

Quantity discount allowed.
Transportation 30 cents extra.
When you want a good Metronome, and run no
risk as to ns being perfect, send to

THEO. PRESSER
STATION A.

Weinman.

... Price,

WM. A. POND & CO.’5

$Z50 WITHOUT BFTT
$i50 WITH BELL

defect in manufacture.

P"P»

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Teachers and Students

win find this state *ni

able aid in demonstrating musical examples.
Each Slate has a series of staves ruled with in e 1
and being made of Silicate are both

,

light and convenient.iflCC*

SENT FPFF! The following catalogues:
OCiNI

bKCCI

Music : Ready Reference

Studies and Exercises ; Edition Pond Albums , be
ing Pieces; Elite Edition.

_

^5

By HENRY V. NEAL and ROBERT A. KING
An exquisite, soulful melody. It ranks with “ Holy City.” Soft
and sweet, then swelling into stirring volume. It is sharing the
giory of the grandest success of the decade. Price 75 cents.
A NEW SONG TRIUMPH

“King of the Winds”
Rare and beautiful; a new conception ; a master burst of emotion.
It U a song to thrill and eiithral its listeners. A piece “ de resist¬
ance.” Price 75 cents.
Positively the best song since “Thy Seuliuel Am L” For Bass
and Baritone.

FIVE COPIES.$2.00

Character March, Cake Walk. and Two-Step
By ABE HOLZMANN
The greatest success of the year; a companion piece to “Smofcv
Mokes," by the same composer.
Continually featured by Band¬
master John Philip Sousa at the Paris Exposition. Price 50 cts.

“ Belle of the Regiment ”

.—

PRICE, 60 CENTS PER COt
FIVE COPIES,

SACRED QUARTETS, NO. I

....

t Mixed Voices

A

“ Gallant 71st March ”
By F. FA.NCLILL1. Ex-Bandmaster United States Marine
Bttnil
success at

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER CO
FIVE COPIES.$0
PER DOZ...

IMPERIAL ANTHEMS, NO. II—Fob

SEE WHAT WE OFFER

We believe the above pieces to be the best published in their
and in order to introduce them more fully and give the readers o
Etude an opportunity to obtain them at special low rates, we a
furnish any one copy selected for 25c., or any four copies for
any six copies for 81.00. This is less than wholesale rates. In tn
an order l>e sure to meution this “ ad ” in The Etude, otherwi
rate will be 25c. a copy throughout Our editions are the h“u~
issued by any publisher; amounts for less than 81.00can oese
postage stamps.

SPECIALLY

IMPORTANT.

REAP

TH

$2.

Especially appropriate to the use of Quartets, it will, howeA
be found equally effective with Chorus or Choir, and we rec.
mend it without reserve as one of the verv best books ever offe
for the money. Sixty-four pages. Royal Octavo.

March and Two-Step by TONY STANFORD
Endorsed by Miss Helen Gould; merits the highest opinions.
pleasing march and strongly recommended. Price 50 cents.

PRICE. 50 CENTS PER COPY
PER DOZ.,.$*.75

^

E. T. Pauli. Simply try it.
United Nations March and Two-Step, . .
.
Brand new. Just out. By W. A. Corey. Try it.
*' Midnight Fire Alarm Galop,”.. •
By H. G. Lincoln. Arranged by E. T. PaulL With lire
bells, etc. Descriptive.

vo,c«

In addition to the manv excellent Encores and Humorous se¬
lections, this book contains the choicest variety of pieces for
Special Occasions ever issued in any one collection. In all, sixtyfour pages, Royal Octavo.

Without doubt the finest collection of Mixed Quartets fssu
in years. Contains selections suitable for Graduating Exercisi
Independence Day, Decoration Dav, and in no other book is th<
to be found such an array of first-class humorous compositioi
Sixty-four pages. Royal Octavo. Imperial Edition.

“Bunch o’ Blackberries”

unbounded

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER COPY

CONCERT QUARTETS, NO.

By ARTHUR TREVELYAN and FRANK DAVID

Played during ibe entire season with
Manhattan Beach. Price 50 cents.

LISHED. Beautifully bound, printed on the best of paper, of con¬
venient size, and filled with music that you wiil appreciate and
enjoy.

tbk Choi*

We have a set of six teaching pieces which are without
tion the best pieces ever placed on the market Each p*6**
duly graded, fingered, aud special foot-notes made as to
rendition of same. Do n’t fail to order a set of these P,ecr~Y
are just what you want in your teaching. Nothing better 1
Be sure to try them. They are as follows:
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mexican Echoes (Serenade). Grade 3, • • ■ • • *
of the Night (York Caprice), Grades, •
outhern Zephyrs (Gavotte), Grade ..
Morning Vespers (Idyl), Grade 4, . . - - - - * *
Pear! of the Antilles (Cuban Dance), Grade d, •
The Cossack (Pollalca), Grade ..

gueen

Board covers, cloth back, primed on good paper with ea
part on separate staff and complete organ score throughout
PRICE. 75 CENTS PER CO]
PER DOZ...

READ THE SPECIAL OFFER WE WAKE

To any reader of The Etude, we agree to furnish any $iog>

PTlPr’ Send ns cards with the names and adH|f HH dresses of five teachers in your own city
X 1VLJL ,Jr to"n. and we will send you abso¬
lutely free a regular 50-ceut copy of
one of the best teaching pieces published. Send all com¬
munications direct to the publishers,

IMPERIAL ANTHEMS, NO. 2-^.

ch„„

A new book, by J. A Parks. The Kin? of Anth.m
1901. A larger hook than No. i. and supplied with a comrn.« .
les of special ANTHEMS and RESPONSES for Easler ^hfi'?,.
HANDS^MFff,V,'rS; CT'TJS ani ,h* *«ew Tern's services
HANDSOME well-hound volume, printed from ENGRAVED nlat
each pari on separate staff, and complete organ sco/e througho
PRICE. 75 CENTS PER COT
PER DOZ.,..

FEIST & FRANKENTHALER
,

36 West 28th Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

AMERICAN NATIONAL SONGS, NO. I
Fob Male Voices

A new and superior collection of National, Patriotic and Ho
Songs, all newly arranged for Male Voices.
Ho
PHICE, SB CTEJVTS PER CO]
FIVE COPIES.

for 20c., or any four copies for 60c., or ail six copie*

r ‘

These special prices can only beobtained by ordering

^

and are only offered to introduce this set of teaching pieces*
ing an order be sure to mention this “ ad,” otherwise 1
price of 25c. a copy will be charged.

The edition is simp'y

Amounts for less than $1.00 can be seut in postage stf
out a sample order and write for catalogue and thematic P1*1 ^
free, postpaid.

Address all orders and

communication*

Publishers.

E.T. PAULL MUSIC C
44 West 29ta Street New York

